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(Piano Solo Personality). Piano solo arrangements of 11 songs from the album: Before I Go *

Enchantment * The End of August * Felitsa * In the Mirror * In the Morning Light * One Man's Dream

* Only a Memory * To Take..To Hold * Until the Last Moment * Whispers in the Dark.
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this book has the most poignant piano solos yanni has already composed. My favorite is his

gorgeous piece for his mother Felitsa. Sounds Classical yet contemperory. The biography about

Yanni contains some fascinating information.

This is a great book for anyone who wants to play some of Yanni's best piano solos for themselves.

It is not too hard to do, nor too easy. It does not include every solo from In My Time album; but it is

still very good. I have enjoyed it very much. The only problem I have is one that is inherent to

Yanni's composing style: there is a lot of repetition in his music, and I have had to stop and figure

out where to go next with a lot of the passages. It is not a problem with the product-it is just his style.

Very nice book-I would recommend it to Yanni fans as well as pianists who would like to play some

challenging, different, beautiful music.

This is a must-have for all pianists who love Yanni! Each piece is emotionally moving and



ingeniously intricate, though not so intricate as to be impossibly difficult. There are only one or two

typos that most people would miss, but they never detract from the integrity of the piece. "In The

Morning Light" is exceptionally beautiful, and is not that difficult. "Until The Last Moment" is another

excellent piece, although it is the most difficult in the entire book. I could keep on listing my

favorites, but that list would include pretty much every song in the book. YOU WILL NOT BE

DISAPPOINTED!!!

This book offers reasonably faithful arrangements of the songs from the album, so if that's what

you're after, it's a decent buy. However, the transcriptions aren't terribly accurate to the album.For

example, the last page of One Man's Dream contains around 30 errors in the transcription of the left

hand, and In The Mirror manages to have a mistake as early as the end of the second measure (the

second-to-last note should be an E but is transcribed as G).

I love this book! The music is beautiful and intriquing. The biggest challenge with this music isn't

necessarily hitting all the right notes - it's playing with the ease and sensitivity to make it sing. Even

though this book does not have a spiral binding, the binding is made in such a way that it stays

open very well. Well done!

This music challenges my wife to no end, but it sounds beautiful in my home. Nice quality book with

wonderful music. Highly recommended for the accomplished piano player.

Very pleased with this book--the songs are arranged in a challenging, but not overly difficult style.

Just right for a pianist with an intermediate to early advanced skill level. Now I can finally play some

of the beautiful music I've heard in the Yanni's concerts that have been broadcast on PBS.

This is a very thorough Piano Book of Yanni Songs. The music was large enough to see cleary, and

enough room to make notes in. I am enjoying it immensly.
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